Constructing ensembles of flexible fragments in native proteins by iterative stochastic elimination is relevant to protein-protein interfaces.
We investigate the extent to which ensembles of flexible fragments (FF), generated by our loop conformational search method, include conformations that are near experimental and reflect conformational changes that these FFs undergo when binary protein-protein complexes are formed. Twenty-eight FFs, which are located in protein-protein interfaces and have different conformations in the bound structure (BS) and unbound structure (UbS) were extracted. The conformational space of these fragments in the BS and UbS was explored with our method which is based on the iterative stochastic elimination (ISE) algorithm. Conformational search of BSs generated bound ensembles and conformational search of UbSs produced unbound ensembles. ISE samples conformations near experimental (less than 1.05 A root mean square deviation, RMSD) for 51 out of the 56 examined fragments in the bound and unbound ensembles. In 14 out of the 28 unbound fragments, it also samples conformations within 1.05 A from the BS in the unbound ensemble. Sampling the bound conformation in the unbound ensemble demonstrates the potential biological relevance of the predicted ensemble. The 10 lowest energy conformations are the best choice for docking experiments, compared with any other 10 conformations of the ensembles. We conclude that generating conformational ensembles for FFs with ISE is relevant to FF conformations in the UbS and BS. Forming ensembles of the isolated proteins with our method prior to docking represents more comprehensively their inherent flexibility and is expected to improve docking experiments compared with results obtained by docking only UbSs.